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As today’s kids face a culture of comparison, temptation, and bullying, they need to know God is with them and for them, and He has already proven His
power to help them overcome. The Action Bible Anytime Devotions invites kids ages 8–12 to connect with God by exploring Bible truth and applying it to
their real-world struggles—anytime, anywhere, and as often as they need encouragement. All-new original illustrations engage kids in vivid scenes from
Bible stories, while each of the 90 devotions tackles a relevant topic such as anger, honesty, and identity. Every action verse, practical question,
life application, and simple prayer helps build their faith in God and strengthen their character. So when they’re confronted with confusing issues or
challenging choices, kids can count on God’s promises to hold true for them no matter what. Families who love The Action Bible will perfectly relate to
The Action Bible Anytime Devotions as they dig deeper into God’s Word and experience the confidence that can only come from knowing and following Him.
Does your child love a superhero? Someone with amazing powers who saves the day in the nick of time and you can look up to? Would they like to read
about these amazing people in a Bible storybook that has all the thrills they are looking for? Everyone loves a good story and if you can include a
superhero into the mix then even better. With superpowers that include flying, healing, invulnerability to death and many more, the modern superhero is
the person we all want to be when we are kids. But there were superheroes long before the term was widely used. They lived as normal people and yet did
amazing things for the good of others and now you can learn about them too, in this fabulous kids book that is crammed with them. Inside the pages of My
Book of Bible Superheroes Stories your child will uncover a world of wonder that is often overlooked, where ordinary people do extraordinary things that
have lived on for centuries, including tales of: Ø Why Abraham destroyed the false idols Ø How God helped Moses turn his staff into a serpent Ø The
parting of the Red Sea to aid the escape of the Israelites Ø The Conquest of Canaan Ø How Samson found the strength from God to get his revenge Ø The
unequal fight between David and Goliath Ø Why the temple of Jerusalem was destroyed Ø And more... The Bible is peppered with amazing tales of how people
respond when faced with some of the most important moments of their lives. These stories have survived for a long time for a reason and that is so that
the generations who followed can learn from their actions and follow in their footsteps. Young children will love to read them, and adults will also get
a lot from reading these as part of a bedtime ritual and will learn much from the actions of these original superheroes. Let your young customers get
addicted to this awesome book! Get your copy and start reading My Book of Bible Superheroes Stories today!
Does your child enjoy comic books and graphic novels? Help your kids connect God's Word to their lives with the BibleForce Devotional. With popular
comic style action art, facts about each hero, Scriptures, and simple action items, kids will see ways they can also be heroes for God. The BibleForce
Devotional is: 100 devotions based on the heroes of the Bible A fresh, bright graphic-novel style that interests boys and girls Action-packed graphics
with stories and truths found in Scripture A great book to read together and simple enough for young readers to read on their own An excellent resource
for visual learners Kids won't be able to put down this book. Jump into the story of God's Word and become an amazing hero for God today with BibleForce
Devotional. Check out the rest of the series, BibleForce: The First Heroes Bible.
Snuggle up with your child and share the gift of God’s love as you read this delightful collection of beautifully-illustrated stories from bestselling
author Glenys Nellist celebrating Easter and the coming of spring. Spring is almost here––the season of Hope, Joy, and Renewal! Filled with Glenys’s
signature rhymes and adorable animal illustrated by Cee Biscoe, Snuggle Time Easter Stories uses simple language to introduce even the youngest readers
to the true meaning and hope of the first Easter, sharing Jesus is alive! This charming padded board book is the perfect gift to tuck in your little
one’s Easter basket, or their car seat when you take them on the go, and is also a wonderful bedtime or naptime read. Snuggle Time Easter Stories:
Offers a charming Easter addition to the bestselling Snuggle Time series, impacting over 300,000 children and their families Delights children with
inviting, playful animal illustrations of classic Bible stories by popular illustrator Cee Biscoe Features soothing rhymes that are perfect for bedtime
snuggles with a padded cover that fits just right in little hands Teaches little ones age 0 to 4 about biblical truths in an accessible way Look for
additional inspirational children’s picture books and padded board books from Glenys: ‘Twas the Morning of Easter 'Twas the Season of Advent 'Twas the
Evening of Christmas Snuggle Time series Love Letters from God series Baptized in the Water
Biblical Heroic Characters Come Alive in Modern Adventures for Children! Bedtime Bible Action Stories for Adults! Bible Night Storybook for Kids!
Superheroes of the Bible
The Story of Creation
Bedtime Meditation Stories for Kids - Adventure Storybook! Heroic Characters Come to Life in Bible-Action Stories for Children (Volumes 1 + Volume 2)
How American Protestants Fought for Freedom at the Movies
Bible-Action Stories for Children and Adult! Heroic Characters Come to Life in this Adventure Storybook! (Volume 2)
BEDTIME BIBLE STORIES FOR KIDS - 2 in 1

Learn about a true Bible hero like never before. Peter was an ordinary fisherman until his whole world was flipped upside down by one man. For centuries, the prophets foretold the coming of an all-powerful
king and holy Messiah of Israel who would free them from the clutches of the evil Roman Empire, restoring peace to God’s chosen people. Little did Peter know, the Messiah of prophecy was real, his name was
Jesus, and he chose Peter to be a leader in his revolution. Experience a biblical account of bravery, adventure, miracles, faith, and salvation as you discover Peter the Apostle in this new futuristic graphic story
Bible. Looking for new ways to inspire your children to read the Bible? Use a visual language they love and understand: Graphic Novels. Graphic Story Bibles in this series… • are Biblically based • used
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Scripture references • are a great ministry tool • are helpful for literacy • are in full-color comic book format • have awesome, relatable characters • are action-packed, and • are hard to put down!
" Does your child love a superhero? Someone with amazing powers who saves the day in the nick of time and you can look up to? Would they like to read about these amazing people in a Bible storybook that
has all the thrills they are looking for? Everyone loves a good story and if you can include a superhero into the mix then even better. With superpowers that include flying, healing, invulnerability to death and
many more, the modern superhero is the person we all want to be when we are kids. Inside the pages of SUPERHEROES: BIBLE BEDTIME STORIES FOR KIDS your child will uncover a world of wonder
that is often overlooked, where ordinary people do extraordinary things that have lived on for centuries, including tales of: Why Abraham destroyed the false idols How God helped Moses turn his staff into a
serpent The parting of the Red Sea to aid the escape of the Israelites How Samson found the strength from God to get his revenge The unequal fight between David and Goliath And more... These stories have
survived for a long time for a reason and that is so that the generations who followed can learn from their actions and follow in their footsteps. "Your children will love to read them, and adults will also get a lot
from reading these as part of a bedtime ritual and will learn much from the actions of these original superheroes". Get your copy today! Scroll up, click on "Buy Now" and start reading SUPERHEROES: BIBLE
BEDTIME STORIES FOR KIDS! "
Does your child love a superhero? Someone with amazing powers who saves the day in the nick of time and you can look up to? Would they like to read about these amazing people in a Bible storybook that has
all the thrills they are looking for? Everyone loves a good story and if you can include a superhero into the mix then even better. With superpowers that include flying, healing, invulnerability to death and many
more, the modern superhero is the person we all want to be when we are kids. But there were superheroes long before the term was widely used. They lived as normal people and yet did amazing things for the
good of others and now you can learn about them too, in this fabulous kids book that is crammed with them. Inside the pages of this book your child will uncover a world of wonder that is often overlooked,
where ordinary people do extraordinary things that have lived on for centuries, including tales of: Ø Why Abraham destroyed the false idols Ø How God helped Moses turn his staff into a serpent Ø The parting
of the Red Sea to aid the escape of the Israelites Ø The Conquest of Canaan Ø How Samson found the strength from God to get his revenge Ø The unequal fight between David and Goliath Ø Why the temple of
Jerusalem was destroyed Ø And more... The Bible is peppered with amazing tales of how people respond when faced with some of the most important moments of their lives. These stories have survived for a
long time for a reason and that is so that the generations who followed can learn from their actions and follow in their footsteps. Young children will love to read them, and adults will also get a lot from reading
these as part of a bedtime ritual and will learn much from the actions of these original superheroes. Get your copy and start reading Bedtime Bible Stories today!
Comic superheroes embody the hopes of a world that is desperate for a savior. But those comic creations cannot save us from our greatest foes—sin and death. Throughout the history of the Church there have
been bad ideas, misconceptions, and heretical presentations of Jesus. Each one of these heresies fails to present Jesus as the Bible reveals him. In Superheroes Can’t Save You, Todd Miles demonstrates how
these ancient heresies are embodied in contemporary comic superheroes. Miles compares something everybody already knows (who the superheroes are) with what they need to know (who Jesus is), in a book
that makes vitally important Christian truths understandable and applicable to a wide audience.
Graphic Story Bible
BEDTIME BIBLE STORIES FOR KIDS
BEDTIME BIBLE STORIES for KIDS and ADULTS
Reforming Hollywood
The Good, the Not-So-Good, and the Utterly Confusing
Super Heroes Storybook
SUPERHEROES - BIBLE BEDTIME STORIES FOR KIDS
As a preschool teacher, I am often humbled by the words and actions of the children in my classroom. One day during our sharing time, many of the students were talking about their favorite
superheroes. As the conversations continued one sweet boy raised his hand and waited patiently for me to call on him and when I did he very confidently said, "Mrs. Feeney did you know that
Jesus is a superhero?" I was so moved by what he said. I shared his words with his mom and she shared how he had recently drawn three crosses on one of the walls in their home. It is my
belief that when Jesus speaks to us and through us, we should listen and take action.
In 1938, Superman debuted, jumping off the pages of Action Comics #1. In the cultural context of the Great Depression and World War II, the U.S. would see the rise of the superhero not only
in comic books but in radio programs, animated cartoons and television shows. Superman forever changed oneʼs concept of the hero and became permanently engrained in both American
and worldwide culture. This study explores the Man of Steelʼs narrative as a fresh perspective on readings of the Bible̶his character is reflected in such figures as Moses, Samson and Jesus.
The author argues that if we read the Bible it can be said we are reading about Superman.
Kids ages six and up will love this exciting comic-book style collection depicting ten of the greatest superheroes of the Bible. Each short story tells the tale of one biblical hero fighting against
the odds, battling foes, and/or enduring great tests of faith and strength to prevail in the name of the Lord. From Joshua who fought bravely against a great army in the siege of Jericho; to
Elijah the prophet who stood up to a powerful king and wielded flaming fireballs from heaven; to David who battled and defeated the giant, Goliath, there are plenty of captivating tales to
inspire kids of all ages. Families will love seeing their children dive into these colorful stories of faith and kids will enjoy the full-color illustrations that bring dramatic Biblical scenes to life. Each
ten to twelve page story is just the right length for active or reluctant readers, bedtime reading sessions, and church groups. Entertaining and character-building, this story collection is the
perfect addition to any home library. Discover the amazing feats of God as displayed through ten incredible Bible heroes! Reinforces Christian values/teachings and highlights how God can
work through anyone. Engaging, comic book-style art helps kids of all reading levels and ages relate to the characters and dive into the story. An illustrated, full-color adventure thatʼs fun for
the whole family!
Most readers think that superheroes began with Supermanʼs appearance in Action Comics No. 1, but that Kryptonian rocket didnʼt just drop out of the sky. By the time Supermanʼs creators
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were born, the superheroʼs most defining elements̶secret identities, aliases, disguises, signature symbols, traumatic origin stories, extraordinary powers, self-sacrificing altruism̶were
already well-rehearsed standards. Superheroes have a sprawling, action-packed history that predates the Man of Steel by decades and even centuries. On the Origin of Superheroes is a
quirky, personal tour of the mythology, literature, philosophy, history, and grand swirl of ideas that have permeated western culture in the centuries leading up to the first appearance of
superheroes (as we know them today) in 1938. From the creation of the universe, through mythological heroes and gods, to folklore, ancient philosophy, revolutionary manifestos, discarded
scientific theories, and gothic monsters, the sweep and scale of the superheroʼs origin story is truly epic. We will travel from Jane Austenʼs Bath to Edgar Rice Burroughsʼs Mars to Owen
Wisterʼs Wyoming, with some surprising stops along the way. Weʼll meet mad scientists, Napoleonic dictators, costumed murderers, diabolical madmen, blackmailers, pirates, Wild West
outlaws, eugenicists, the KKK, Victorian do-gooders, detectives, aliens, vampires, and pulp vigilantes (to name just a few). Chris Gavaler is your tour guide through this fascinating, sometimes
dark, often funny, but always surprising prehistory of the most popular figure in pop culture today. In a way, superheroes have always been with us: they are a fossil record of our greatest
aspirations and our worst fears and failings.
The First Heroes Bible
SUPERHEROES 2 in 1- BIBLE BEDTIME STORIES FOR KIDS AND ADULTS
All the Feels for Teens
The Action Bible Heroes Card Collection
Super Heroes Storybook Bible
Superman and the Bible
The First Heroes Devotional
*55% OFF for BOOKSTORES* Your Young Customers Will Never Stop to Enjoy This Amazing Book! Does your child love a Bedtime stories? And, what
about Stories of special bible Characters? Would they like to read about these amazing people in a Bible storybook that has all the thrills
they are looking for? Everyone loves a good story and if you can include a superhero into the mix then even better. With superpowers that
include flying, healing, invulnerability to death and many more, the modern superhero is the person we all want to be when we are kids. But
there were superheroes long before the term was widely used. They lived as normal people and yet did amazing things for the good of others
and now you can learn about them too, in this fabulous kids book that is crammed with them. Inside the pages of this book your child will
uncover a world of wonder that is often overlooked, where ordinary people do extraordinary things that have lived on for centuries, including
tales of: Ø Why Abraham destroyed the false idols Ø How God helped Moses turn his staff into a serpent Ø The parting of the Red Sea to aid
the escape of the Israelites Ø The Conquest of Canaan Ø How Samson found the strength from God to get his revenge Ø The unequal fight between
David and Goliath Ø Why the temple of Jerusalem was destroyed? Ø And more... The Bible is peppered with amazing tales of how people respond
when faced with some of the most important moments of their lives. These stories have survived for a long time for a reason and that is so
that the generations who followed can learn from their actions and follow in their footsteps. Young children will love to read them, and
adults will also get a lot from reading these as part of a bedtime ritual and will learn much from the actions of these original superheroes.
Let your young customers get addicted to this awesome book!Get your copy today! Scroll up, click on "Buy Now" and start reading Bedtime Bible
Stories for Kids!
The story of the Bible is a unique tale of origins and cosmic powers; of the ageless battle between good and evil; of human potential and
human treachery; and of a Messiah – a savior for the world. This is indeed the stuff that graphic novels are made of. The Lion Graphic Bible
has sold over 400,000 copies. Now, from the same team comes another dynamic expression of the Bible's depth and power –The Lion Superhero
Bible, produced in the style of Marvel(TM) Comics. You've heard of Spiderman, Superman and Wonder Woman. Now meet Earthman, Lawman, Warrior
Man, and many others.
*55% OFF for BOOKSTORES* Your Young Customers Will Never Stop to Enjoy This Amazing Book! Does your child love a superhero? Someone with
amazing powers who saves the day in the nick of time and you can look up to? Would they like to read about these amazing people in a Bible
storybook that has all the thrills they are looking for? Everyone loves a good story and if you can include a superhero into the mix then
even better. With superpowers that include flying, healing, invulnerability to death and many more, the modern superhero is the person we all
want to be when we are kids. But there were superheroes long before the term was widely used. They lived as normal people and yet did amazing
things for the good of others and now you can learn about them too, in this fabulous kids book that is crammed with them. Inside the pages of
My Book of Bible Superheroes Stories your child will uncover a world of wonder that is often overlooked, where ordinary people do
extraordinary things that have lived on for centuries, including tales of: Ø Why Abraham destroyed the false idols Ø How God helped Moses
turn his staff into a serpent Ø The parting of the Red Sea to aid the escape of the Israelites Ø The Conquest of Canaan Ø How Samson found
the strength from God to get his revenge Ø The unequal fight between David and Goliath Ø Why the temple of Jerusalem was destroyed Ø And
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more... The Bible is peppered with amazing tales of how people respond when faced with some of the most important moments of their lives.
These stories have survived for a long time for a reason and that is so that the generations who followed can learn from their actions and
follow in their footsteps. Young children will love to read them, and adults will also get a lot from reading these as part of a bedtime
ritual and will learn much from the actions of these original superheroes. Let your young customers get addicted to this awesome book!Get
your copy and start reading My Book of Bible Superheroes Stories today!
For Christians who love superheroes! This devotional features 25 spiritual reflections based on some of the greatest superhero films of all
time, including The Avengers (2012), Man of Steel (2012), Spider-Man (2002), Batman Begins (2005), and more! Warning! Though the lessons in
these devotions are appropriate for all ages, the content of the films we discuss might not be! Be sure to check the including ratings when
planning your viewing schedule. Written by Jason Korsiak, the author of The Monster Gospels and The Christmas Gospels,
Peter the Apostle
90 Ways to Help Kids Connect with God Anytime, Anywhere
Marvelous Myths
Superheroes Can’t Save You
BibleForce
BEDTIME BIBLE STORIES for KIDS
SUPERHEROES OF THE BIBLE - BEDTIME STORIES FOR KIDS AND ADULTS
The Super Heroes Storybook Bible is an action-packed Bible for children filled with eye-catching illustrations by Josh O’Brien and text based on the New International Reader’s Version (NIrV). Children will be
able to read more than forty stories about important and courageous characters of the Bible, such as Noah, Miriam, Moses, Jesus, Mary, and many more, demonstrating the rewards of becoming heroes for God. In
addition to inspiring NIrV Bible stories, this storybook Bible will also include call-outs that encourage readers to cultivate important traits like bravery, honesty, and kindness in order to become one of God’s super
heroes in their own life. The cover of this book is printed on metallic paper and shimmer and shines with heroic detail.
Does your child love a Bedtime stories? And, what about Stories of special bible Characters? Would they like to read about these amazing people in a Bible storybook that has all the thrills they are looking for?
Everyone loves a good story and if you can include a superhero into the mix then even better. With superpowers that include flying, healing, invulnerability to death and many more, the modern superhero is the
person we all want to be when we are kids. Inside the pages of this book your child will uncover a world of wonder that is often overlooked, where ordinary people do extraordinary things that have lived on for
centuries, including tales of: Why Abraham destroyed the false idols How God helped Moses turn his staff into a serpent The parting of the Red Sea to aid the escape of the Israelites The Conquest of Canaan How
Samson found the strength from God to get his revenge The unequal fight between David and Goliath And more... These stories have survived for a long time for a reason and that is so that the generations who
followed can learn from their actions and follow in their footsteps."Your children will love to read them, and adults will also get a lot from reading these as part of a bedtime ritual and will learn much from the
actions of these original superheroes". Get your copy today! Scroll up, click on "Buy Now" and start reading SUPERHEROES: BIBLE BEDTIME STORIES FOR KIDS!
Introducing a brand new series of Action Bible graphic novels featuring vivid new artwork from Sergio Cariello. Even as God walked through the beauty of His new creation, and breathed life into Adam, His
masterpiece ... a warrior-angel gives into his pride—and commits the ultimate betrayal. Witness Adam and Eve falling into Lucifer's trap, as the battle for eternity begins in this brilliantly presented retelling of
Creation, the Fall, and God's promise of redemption.
Does your child love a superhero? Someone with amazing powers who saves the day in the nick of time and you can look up to? Would they like to read about these amazing people in a Bible storybook that has all
the thrills they are looking for? Everyone loves a good story and if you can include a superhero into the mix then even better. With superpowers that include flying, healing, invulnerability to death and many more,
the modern superhero is the person we all want to be when we are kids. But there were superheroes long before the term was widely used. They lived as normal people and yet did amazing things for the good of
others and now you can learn about them too, in this fabulous kids book that is crammed with them. Inside the pages of Superheroes BIble Stories, your child will uncover a world of wonder that is often
overlooked, where ordinary people do extraordinary things that have lived on for centuries, including tales of: Ø Why Abraham destroyed the false idols Ø How God helped Moses turn his staff into a serpent Ø
The parting of the Red Sea to aid the escape of the Israelites Ø The Conquest of Canaan Ø How Samson found the strength from God to get his revenge Ø The unequal fight between David and Goliath Ø Why the
temple of Jerusalem was destroyed Ø And more... The Bible is peppered with amazing tales of how people respond when faced with some of the most important moments of their lives. These stories have survived
for a long time for a reason and that is so that the generations who followed can learn from their actions and follow in their footsteps. Young children will love to read them, and adults will also get a lot from
reading these as part of a bedtime ritual and will learn much from the actions of these original superheroes. Get your copy and start reading Bible Superheroes Stories today!
BIBLE BEDTIME STORIES FOR KIDS - Holy Adventure Storybook for Kids! Heroic Biblical Characters in The Bible-Action for the Children of the Future - The Modern Story-Bible for Beginners
Bible Night Storybook for Kids! Biblical Superheroes Characters Come Alive in Modern Adventures for Children! Bedtime Action Stories for Adults!
From the Big Bang to Action Comics
54 Cards Filled With Devotions and Fun Facts
SUPERHEROES - BIBLE BEDTIME STORIES FOR KIDS - 2 in 1
Bedtime Meditation Stories for Kids - Adventure Storybook! Heroic Characters Come to Life in Bible-Action Stories for Children (Volumes 1 and 2)
Losing the Cape
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The Super Heroes Storybook contains 25 stories from the old and new testaments. Boys will love learning about ordinary men in the Bible who did extraordinary things for God. Size: 9" x 9." Ages 5-8.
Does your child love a superhero?Someone with amazing powers who saves the day in the nick of time and you can look up to?Would they like to read about these amazing people in a Bible storybook that has
all the thrills they are looking for? Everyone loves a good story and if you can include a superhero into the mix then even better. With superpowers that include flying, healing, invulnerability to death and many
more, the modern superhero is the person we all want to be when we are kids. Inside the pages of SUPERHEROES: BIBLE BEDTIME STORIES FOR KIDS your child will uncover a world of wonder that is
often overlooked, where ordinary people do extraordinary things that have lived on for centuries, including tales of: Why Abraham destroyed the false idols How God helped Moses turn his staff into a serpent
The parting of the Red Sea to aid the escape of the Israelites How Samson found the strength from God to get his revenge The unequal fight between David and Goliath And more... These stories have survived
for a long time for a reason and that is so that the generations who followed can learn from their actions and follow in their footsteps."Your children will love to read them, and adults will also get a lot from
reading these as part of a bedtime ritual and will learn much from the actions of these original superheroes". Get your copy today! Scroll up, click on "Buy Now" and start reading SUPERHEROES: BIBLE
BEDTIME STORIES FOR KIDS!
What makes someone a hero? In the early 1960's, the image of a superhero was someone with a square jaw, a muscular build, and a quick smile whose biggest personal problem was trying to keep their
girlfriends from guessing their secret identities. Then writer Stan Lee and artists Jack Kirby and Steve Ditko created a group of superheroes who revolutionized comics. These heroes, including The Fantastic
Four, The Incredible Hulk, Spider-man, The X-men, Iron Man, Captain America and others, were not perfect heroes living in a perfect world, but fallible people with physical ailments and personal problems
like our own. While the authors and artists who created them did not intend to write explicitly religious stories, their tales of imperfect heroes who try to do the right thing despite the many challenges they face,
provide us with the opportunity to reflect on our own faith journeys as we strive to live heroic lives in the real world. Each chapter reflects on the heroes' most famous adventures and discusses the ways in which
we are called to overcome many of the same obstacles they face as we strive to carry out the ministries to which God calls us. Each chapter ends with questions for reflection or group study.
Does your child love a superhero? Someone with amazing powers who saves the day in the nick of time and you can look up to? Would they like to read about these amazing people in a Bible storybook that has
all the thrills they are looking for? Everyone loves a good story and if you can include a superhero into the mix then even better. With superpowers that include flying, healing, invulnerability to death and many
more, the modern superhero is the person we all want to be when we are kids. But there were superheroes long before the term was widely used. They lived as normal people and yet did amazing things for the
good of others and now you can learn about them too, in this fabulous kids book that is crammed with them. Inside the pages of Bible Superheroes your child will uncover a world of wonder that is often
overlooked, where ordinary people do extraordinary things that have lived on for centuries, including tales of: Ø Why Abraham destroyed the false idols Ø How God helped Moses turn his staff into a serpent Ø
The parting of the Red Sea to aid the escape of the Israelites Ø The Conquest of Canaan Ø How Samson found the strength from God to get his revenge Ø The unequal fight between David and Goliath Ø Why
the temple of Jerusalem was destroyed Ø And more... The Bible is peppered with amazing tales of how people respond when faced with some of the most important moments of their lives. These stories have
survived for a long time for a reason and that is so that the generations who followed can learn from their actions and follow in their footsteps. Young children will love to read them, and adults will also get a
lot from reading these as part of a bedtime ritual and will learn much from the actions of these original superheroes. Get your copy and start reading My Book of Bible Superheroes Stories today!
The Quest for Good Over Evil
Biblical Superheroes Characters Come Alive in Modern Adventures for Children! Bedtime Action Stories for Adults! Bible Night Storybook for Kids!
Superheroes
NIrV, The Super Heroes Bible, eBook
Action and Adventure Stories about Real-Life Heroes
SUPERHEROES (VOLUME 2) - BIBLE BEDTIME STORIES FOR KIDS
Epic Examples of Historic Heresies
This beautifully illustrated Bible is retold in a visually enticing, fast-paced narrative in chronological order that shares nearly 200 stories of
Scripture in a simple, straightforward manner.
Religious Communication Association's Book of the Year Hollywood and Christianity often seem to be at war. Indeed, there is a long list of movies that
have attracted religious condemnation, from Gone with the Wind with its notorious "damn," to The Life of Brian and The Last Temptation of Christ. But
the reality, writes William Romanowski, has been far more complicated--and remarkable. In Reforming Hollywood, Romanowski, a leading historian of
popular culture, explores the long and varied efforts of Protestants to influence the film industry. He shows how a broad spectrum of religious forces
have played a role in Hollywood, from Presbyterians and Episcopalians to fundamentalists and evangelicals. Drawing on personal interviews and previously
untouched sources, he describes how mainline church leaders lobbied filmmakers to promote the nation's moral health and, perhaps surprisingly, how they
have by and large opposed government censorship, preferring instead self-regulation by both the industry and individual conscience. "It is this human
choice," noted one Protestant leader, "that is the basis of our religion." Tensions with Catholics, too, have loomed large--many Protestant clergy
feared the influence of the Legion of Decency more than Hollywood's corrupting power. Romanowski shows that the rise of the evangelical movement in the
1970s radically altered the picture, in contradictory ways. Even as born-again clergy denounced "Hollywood elites," major studios noted the emergence of
a lucrative evangelical market. 20th Century-Fox formed FoxFaith to go after the "Passion dollar," and Disney took on evangelical Philip Anschutz as a
partner to bring The Chronicles of Narnia to the big screen. William Romanowski is an award-winning commentator on the intersection of religion and
popular culture. Reforming Hollywood is his most revealing, provocative, and groundbreaking work on this vital area of American society.
“Part workbook, part self-help guide, part Bible study, this handbook is geared toward those who experience big feelings and could use some support
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navigating the challenges that come with this territory. . . . Overwhelmed teens can find validation in this faith-based guide.” —Kirkus Reviews No one
knows about having all the feels quite like teenage girls—but few girls know what to do with all those feelings. They can flit from giddy to anxious to
insecure to in love—oops, wait, just kidding, out of love—to chill to stressed to ecstatic to despairing to rebellious to penitent to cynical to naïve
to independent to clingy to selfish to selfless, all with a heaping side order of angst and adorkability, all in a span of hours . . . sometimes
minutes. In other words: all the feels all the time. Christian teens need Bible-based help to show them that it’s okay to feel deeply (after all, God
himself is the Author of all feelings), but each of us must learn to train our emotions in the ways of Christ. As they learn how to deal with all the
feels, girls need scriptural foundations, practical strategies, and the assurance that they are not weird—and never alone. Includes: Quizzes and
interactive charts Journal questions Prayer prompts Scripture lists for different needs Discussion starters for mothers and daughters or mentors and
mentees looking to learn together All the Feels for Teens pairs great with All the Feels, a book designed for adult women.
Does your child love a superhero? Someone with amazing powers who saves the day in the nick of time and you can look up to? Would they like to read
about these amazing people in a Bible storybook that has all the thrills they are looking for? Everyone loves a good story and if you can include a
superhero into the mix then even better. With superpowers that include flying, healing, invulnerability to death and many more, the modern superhero is
the person we all want to be when we are kids. But there were superheroes long before the term was widely used. They lived as normal people and yet did
amazing things for the good of others and now you can learn about them too, in this fabulous kids book that is crammed with them. Inside the pages of My
Book of Bible Superheroes Stories your child will uncover a world of wonder that is often overlooked, where ordinary people do extraordinary things that
have lived on for centuries, including tales of: Ø Why Abraham destroyed the false idols Ø How God helped Moses turn his staff into a serpent Ø The
parting of the Red Sea to aid the escape of the Israelites Ø The Conquest of Canaan Ø How Samson found the strength from God to get his revenge Ø The
unequal fight between David and Goliath Ø Why the temple of Jerusalem was destroyed Ø And more... The Bible is peppered with amazing tales of how people
respond when faced with some of the most important moments of their lives. These stories have survived for a long time for a reason and that is so that
the generations who followed can learn from their actions and follow in their footsteps. Young children will love to read them, and adults will also get
a lot from reading these as part of a bedtime ritual and will learn much from the actions of these original superheroes. Get your copy and start reading
My Book of Bible Superheroes Stories today!
Biblical Superheroes Characters Come Alive in Modern Adventures for Children! Bedtime Action Stories for Adults! Bible Night Storybook for Kids! (1st
Edition + 2nd Edition)
On the Origin of Superheroes
The Action Bible Anytime Devotions
BEDTIME BIBLE STORIES for KIDS (2nd Edition)
Marvel Superheroes and Everyday Faith
BEDTIME BIBLE STORIES FOR KIDS (2nd Edition)
SUPERHEROES - BIBLE BEDTIME STORIES FOR KIDS (2nd Edition)

You’re a Super Hero! Imagine what it would be like to be the strongest person in the world. Or the smartest. Or the most powerful. You’ll meet these kinds of super heroes in
The Super Heroes Bible. The best part of all is, they’re not make-believe. These super heroes really lived. And as you read about their amazing adventures, and some truly
nasty villains they faced, you’ll learn how you can become like them. The Super Heroes Bible takes you back through time into an incredible world of giants and giantslayers, kings and commanders, miracles and mysteries. Team up with the Bible’s mightiest heroes as they head toward glorious victories—and sometimes crushing defeats.
Using the special Super Hero Decoder, you can crack the codes of honor that drove Moses, Elijah, and other heroes, and then use those codes in your own life. More than
200 character sketches tell you the stories of Bible men, women, and kids from Genesis to Revelation—including a few of the bad ones! Learn what to do, and what not to
do, in order to be a faith hero. You and your friends will have fun playing the all-new Super Heroes Bible Quiz, packed with fun questions that will help you remember
important info about your favorite heroes. You’ll find a whole lot more features in this Bible all designed to help you power up. Because the coolest thing of all is, YOU can
become a hero of the faith. Start reading and find out how. Comic books. Movies. Video games. You think super heroes are only found there? Think again. The NIrV Super
Heroes Bible is packed with ordinary people that were zapped by God into super hero status. The complete text of the New International Reader's Version® (NIrV) is written
at a third grade reading level and packed with features that will motivate kids to be one of God’s Super Heroes. Features include: Character Profiles: more than 200
character sketches show kids how to be a hero of faith. Cool Codes: use the Super Hero Decoder to crack the codes of honor of Moses, David, and other Bible super heroes.
Check out the decoder key on the back cover of this Bible. 40 Full-Color Pages: action-packed illustrations by Dennis Jones. Game: Super Heroes Bible Quiz challenges kids
on how well they know their favorite Bible super heroes. 450 Powersurge Notes: highlight Bible verses that show character traits like Brave, Truthful, and Wise. 66 Book
Introductions: summarize the super hero impact of each book of the Bible. Indexes: topical and subject indexes help kids find all the special features and themes in this
Bible. Dictionary: explains the meanings of hard words in the Bible. Maps: help kids locate the places super heroes lived and carried out their heroic deeds.
Does your child love a Bedtime stories? And, what about Stories of special bible Characters? Would they like to read about these amazing people in a Bible storybook that
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has all the thrills they are looking for? Everyone loves a good story and if you can include a superhero into the mix then even better. With superpowers that include flying,
healing, invulnerability to death and many more, the modern superhero is the person we all want to be when we are kids. But there were superheroes long before the term
was widely used. They lived as normal people and yet did amazing things for the good of others and now you can learn about them too, in this fabulous kids book that is
crammed with them. Inside the pages of this book your child will uncover a world of wonder that is often overlooked, where ordinary people do extraordinary things that
have lived on for centuries, including tales of: Ø Why Abraham destroyed the false idols Ø How God helped Moses turn his staff into a serpent Ø The parting of the Red Sea
to aid the escape of the Israelites Ø The Conquest of Canaan Ø How Samson found the strength from God to get his revenge Ø The unequal fight between David and Goliath
Ø Why the temple of Jerusalem was destroyed? Ø And more... The Bible is peppered with amazing tales of how people respond when faced with some of the most important
moments of their lives. These stories have survived for a long time for a reason and that is so that the generations who followed can learn from their actions and follow in
their footsteps. Young children will love to read them, and adults will also get a lot from reading these as part of a bedtime ritual and will learn much from the actions of
these original superheroes. Let your young customers get addicted to this awesome book! Get your copy today! Scroll up, click on "Buy Now" and start reading Bedtime
Bible Stories for Kids!
Does your child love a superhero? Someone with amazing powers who saves the day in the nick of time and you can look up to? Would they like to read about these amazing
people in a Bible storybook that has all the thrills they are looking for? Everyone loves a good story and if you can include a superhero into the mix then even better. With
superpowers that include flying, healing, invulnerability to death and many more, the modern superhero is the person we all want to be when we are kids. But there were
superheroes long before the term was widely used. They lived as normal people and yet did amazing things for the good of others and now you can learn about them too, in
this fabulous kids book that is crammed with them. Inside the pages of Bible Superheroes your child will uncover a world of wonder that is often overlooked, where ordinary
people do extraordinary things that have lived on for centuries, including tales of: Ø Why Abraham destroyed the false idols Ø How God helped Moses turn his staff into a
serpent Ø The parting of the Red Sea to aid the escape of the Israelites Ø The Conquest of Canaan Ø How Samson found the strength from God to get his revenge Ø The
unequal fight between David and Goliath Ø Why the temple of Jerusalem was destroyed Ø And more... The Bible is peppered with amazing tales of how people respond when
faced with some of the most important moments of their lives. These stories have survived for a long time for a reason and that is so that the generations who followed can
learn from their actions and follow in their footsteps. Young children will love to read them, and adults will also get a lot from reading these as part of a bedtime ritual and
will learn much from the actions of these original superheroes. Get your copy and start reading My Book of Bible Superheroes Stories today! Let your customers get addicted
to this awesome book!
Your Customers Will Never Stop to Enjoy This Amazing Book! Does your child love a superhero? Someone with amazing powers who saves the day in the nick of time and
you can look up to? Would they like to read about these amazing people in a Bible storybook that has all the thrills they are looking for? Everyone loves a good story and if
you can include a superhero into the mix then even better. With superpowers that include flying, healing, invulnerability to death and many more, the modern superhero is
the person we all want to be when we are kids. But there were superheroes long before the term was widely used. They lived as normal people and yet did amazing things
for the good of others and now you can learn about them too, in this fabulous kids book that is crammed with them. Inside the pages of Bible Superheroes your child will
uncover a world of wonder that is often overlooked, where ordinary people do extraordinary things that have lived on for centuries, including tales of: Ø Why Abraham
destroyed the false idols Ø How God helped Moses turn his staff into a serpent Ø The parting of the Red Sea to aid the escape of the Israelites Ø The Conquest of Canaan Ø
How Samson found the strength from God to get his revenge Ø The unequal fight between David and Goliath Ø Why the temple of Jerusalem was destroyed Ø And more...
The Bible is peppered with amazing tales of how people respond when faced with some of the most important moments of their lives. These stories have survived for a long
time for a reason and that is so that the generations who followed can learn from their actions and follow in their footsteps. Young children will love to read them, and adults
will also get a lot from reading these as part of a bedtime ritual and will learn much from the actions of these original superheroes. Get your copy and start reading My Book
of Bible Superheroes Stories today!Let your customers get addicted to this awesome book!
Jesus is a Superhero!
BIBLE BEDTIME STORIES FOR KIDS: Adventure Storybook! Heroic Characters Come to Life in Bible-Action Stories for Children
BIBLE BEDTIME STORIES FOR KIDS - 2 in 1: Bedtime Meditation Stories for Kids - Adventure Storybook! Heroic Characters Come to Life in Bible-Action for Children (Volumes 1
& 2)
The Superhero Gospels
Snuggle Time Easter Stories
How the Idea of Superheroes Affects the Reading of Scripture
BibleForce Devotional
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How to be a hero when you’re feeling anything but super Despite all the superhero hype, the problems and pain in our world aren’t going away. In fact, it often feels like the threats just keep coming.
But the good news is that God has placed you here for such a time as this. And the even better news? You don’t have to get rid of your anxiety, debt, speech impediment, extra weight, health issues,
disability—or any other weakness—to be used by God. What this world actually needs is less-than-super people making small but significant differences in their own corners of the world. Through
inspiring stories from the Bible and his own life, Dan Stanford demonstrates that with God availability is more important than ability. Losing the Cape is an invitation to start making the world a better place
through your ordinary, everyday presence.
The Battle Begins
BIBLE BEDTIME STORIES FOR KIDS: Adventure Storybook! Heroic Characters Come to Life in Bible-Action Stories for Children (Vol. 2)
The Power of Ordinary in a World of Superheroes
The Lion Comic Book Hero Bible
Adventure Storybook! Heroic Characters Come to Life in Bible-Action Stories for Children
Bible-Action Stories for Children and Adult! Heroic Characters Come to Life in this Adventure Storybook!
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